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When Susan and Ian B---- decided 
to retire into their Queens Park 
investment property, the century old 
Victorian worker’s cottage needed 
far more than a lick of paint.

The original front section of two bedrooms 
and a hall had been added to years before 
with a rear single story extension comprising 
a bedroom and bathroom upstairs and a 
bathroom, living area and combined kitchen 
and dining room downstairs.

Not only was the home way too small for 
the couple, but it was cramped and dark.

Susan and Ian had owned the old cottage 
since the late eighties but determined to 
live in it when Ian retired in order that they 
could be closer to their family.

At first they went to an architect who 
suggested sacrificing the original front 
rooms and hall to create a living area and 
jamming three more bedrooms upstairs at 
the front, plans that were not only expensive 
but did not sit well with the couple wishing 
to retain the home’s Victorian heritage and 
street appeal.

“Basically we didn’t warm to his ideas and 
it was going to cost a fortune,” Susan said.

Fortuitously, two houses in their street 
were being renovated by Cape Cod. It only 
took a conversation with the happy owners 
for Susan and Ian to start a process that 
would transform their cottage into a roomy, 
light filled four bedroom retreat.

According to Susan, Cape Cod’s design 
approach was not merely sympathetic to 
the building, but innovative.

Cape Cod proposed such things as the 
incorporation of a powder room, utilisation 
of ceiling space for a massive storage area, 
relocating the laundry into an inconspicuous 
cupboard off a bathroom in order to use 
the freed space for storage, and adding a 
bookshelf on a landing.

“The designer’s ideas and our own worked 
well together.”

Although the build was extensive and the 
design comprehensive, for Susan the self-
contained area upstairs is a special retreat 
as it comprises “a nice big bedroom with 
separate spacious study and a bathroom.”

The two original rooms Cape Cod 
recommended retaining at the front of the 
house now serve as as a study and a guest 
bedroom.

The use of skylights transformed the 
interior both downstairs and in the original 
master bedroom upstairs at the rear of the 
house. 

Importantly, the new upstairs addition 
is set back so as not to detract from the 
home’s street appeal and the effect has more 
than won approval from the neighbours.

New Life For A 
Centenarian

“When Cape Cod did the Development 
Application, council was emphatic that the 
addition had to be contemporary and not 
look like a Victorian copy. 

“By setting it back as far as possible Cape 
Cod has achieved a very good result that 
complies with Council’s requirements but is 
not overwhelmingly obvious.”

The B----s  remained in the home 
throughout the building and Susan still 
can’t believe that whenever she pointed 
out the slightest thing it was attended to 
immediately. 

She is particularly enamoured of the 
bookshelf that features on one of the 
landings and of an unbelievable amount of 
storage space that has been created on the 
roof area, space enough even for bikes and 
cases yet to be unpacked following their 
reclocation from the country.

Susan said that she and Ian have been 
more than happy with the build quality and 
the follow-up subsequent to the project has 
been nothing short of excellent.

She said she is still basking in the praise of 
friends and neighbours alike.  

Issue Three

Cramped Semi A 
Spacious Dream

 

Doug and Stephanie B----’s century old 
Clovelly semi has been transformed from a 
“quirky”, cramped, two bedroom bargain to 
a spacious, tasteful and innovative “dream 
house” still perfectly in keeping with the area.

The pair were so enamoured of the transformation 
that on completion they invited every tradesman and 
sub-contractor involved for Friday night drinks so they 
could enjoy the fruits of their respective labours. 

Home Renovations
A Spotlight On Stylish Home Improvements

24% ENERGY SAVINGS A REALITY
Cape Cod have put an end to the first floor “hot box” with a 
standard package that tests have shown capable of creating a 6 
Star Rating and reducing heating and cooling loads by up to 24%.
In this issue we speak with Cape Cod Managing Director, Robert  
Moerman about his quest to develop ways to build better while 
adding value for his clients.                                              Full story P4. 

Issue One

NSW’ Best Award  
No Surprise

 

Berman K--- was always quietly 
confident that her Kensington 
renovation could be a finalist in 
the 2012 NSW Housing Awards. 
When it won “Best Renovation or 
Addition $200,001-$500,000” she 
was delighted but not surprised.

Although she is an Associate Professor of 
Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering, 
it wasn’t any technical expertise that fed

her confidence. 
Rather, it was the myriad comments and 
praise from perfect strangers.

“I took a year off for the project and was 
on site every day and we had at least 10 
people walk up and knock at the door to get 
the name of the builder and the sandstone 
supplier,” Berman enthused.

“We continue to get comments from 
neighbours and bypassers. Continued page 4 >>
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On Time, On
Budget A Plus

‘People remark how beautiful it is.”
Berman believes that the ability of the 

designers to add a second storey while 
retaining the look and integrity of the classic 
Californian bungalow was remarkable, 
pointing to the detail such as the bay 
windows and balcony.

She said, though, that the real litmus test 
was liveability and that was apparent from 
the day the Cape Cod builders left the site.

“We straight away felt we had lived there 
for years. It was a beautiful feeling, probably 
due to the fact that everything blended so 
well.”

Berman believes that the success of the 
project was very much a result of the many 
hours of family meetings to work on design 
concepts well before a builder was even 
sought. 

“Every single member of the family had 
design input. We didn’t rush and then, 
when we finally selected Cape Cod as the 
builder, we had many sessions with the 
company’s designer who went to some 
lengths to ascertain what we wanted and 
our expectations.

Cape Cod was one of five builders 
approached by the K--- family when they 
decided to extend their home of 20 years 
with a second floor addition. All were well 
known, high profile builders.

From day one the company presented 
well, and when they insisted that they 
couldn’t give an estimate without crunching 
the numbers first, they went up a notch in 
Berman’s eyes.

“The architect measured and went away 
to determine accurate costs. That was not 
the case with many of the companies.”

Despite her confidence, Berman took one 
additional step before committing, She went 
out and knocked on the doors of the owners 
of a number of Cape Cod extensions, asking 
their opinions of the company.

“All were very positive,” she said.
The original home was typical of the era, a 

basic three bedrooms with  single bathroom, 
kitchen and separate lounge and dining areas.  

The plan was to extend slightly into the 
driveway to accommodate stairs and to add 
a second floor that would house two large 
bedrooms with walk-ins, a large bathroom, 
a spacious family room with provision for a 
bar area and a lot of storage space.

The extension had 
to blend into the 
existing home inside 
and out. Inside, the 
flooring, timber skirting,   
decorative cornices, 
ceiling roses, timber 
panel doors and hand 
cut architraves had 
to be matched while 
outside the downstairs 
leadlight windows had 
to be replicated upstairs 
in boxed windows. 

Eaves had to be 
exposed and gable 
details matched.

The entire project took seven months and 
to Berman’s delight was finished on time and 
on budget despite long periods of inclement 
weather. Effective project management 
meant that the family was able to stay in the 
home throughout.

“They organised it extremely well. They 
started with the parts that wouldn’t bother 
us a lot.

“Sure there are inconveniences. It is a 
building site after all. But you have to be 
realistic.

“The project was made easier, though, by 
the fact that all of the trades people were 
extremely nice and very appreciative of 
our privacy and the Project Manager was 
not only there every day, but responded 
immediately to any of our concerns no 
matter what the time of the day or night.”

Since the completion of the project, 
Berman has recommended Cape Cod to 
numerous people and at least two have 
already signed contracts with the company.
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